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5-6:15pm Session 1 of 8"
English Fundamentals and"

Test-Taking Techniques"!!
- Overview"
-   31 Days until Feb 11th ACT"
-   59 Days until Mar 11th SAT"
-   94 Days until Apr 15th ACT"
- 115 Days until May 06th SAT"
- this week’s goal: Grammar!"
- prep mindset: Be Like Water"

- execution"
- diligence"

!
Mr. Alberto"

786-877-7231

https://youtu.be/cJMwBwFj5nQ
https://youtu.be/cJMwBwFj5nQ
http://www.AffordableCollegeSolutions.com
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!

Know Your ACT & SAT Business"
a. When is it best to take the tests?"
b. What is your school workload?"
c. Are you LAZY? But can you GET BUSY?"
d. EZ: Know the format"
e. EZ: UNDERSTAND your strategies"
f. Then CRUSH the content"
g. EZR: _ _ _ _ _ _   _ _ _   _ _ _   _ _   _ _ _ !  

786-877-7231www.AffordableCollegeSolutions.com786-877-7231

AffordableCollegeSolutions
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!

Difference Between Free Library"
and Private Programs"

a. FREE vs. $"
b. Solid vs. Aggressively Solid"
c. Direction vs. Aggressive Direction"
d. Commitment vs. Commitment"
e. Excellent Results vs. Excellent Results"
f. Bottom line: YOUR Commitment!"
!

786-877-7231www.AffordableCollegeSolutions.com786-877-7231

AffordableCollegeSolutions
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SPRING 2023 SAT ACT STUDY CALENDAR

786-877-7231www.AffordableCollegeSolutions.com786-877-7231

JANUARY

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 5/9wks

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 4/8wks

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 3/7wks

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 2/6wks

FEBRUARY

29 30 31 1 2 3 4 1/5wks

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 ACT

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 3/8wks

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 2/7wks

FEB ACT 
Deadline

LIBRARY!
SESSIONS

MAR 11 SAT - $60 (+$8) (Late $90)!
Registration Deadline: Fri, Feb 10th

DEC 10 ACT - $63 (+$8) (Late $99)!
LATE Deadline: Fri, Jan 20th

MORE SAT DATES - $60 (+$8)!!
MAR 11 - Sign-Up Deadline: Feb 10!
MAY 06 - Sign-Up Deadline: Apr 07!
JUN 03 - Sign-Up Deadline: May 04

MORE ACT DATES - $63 (+$8)!!
FEB 11 - LATE Deadline: Jan 20!

APR 15 - Sign-Up Deadline: Mar 10!
JUN 10 - Sign-Up Deadline: May 05

MARCH

26 27 28 1 2 3 4 1/6wks

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 SAT

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 4/7wks

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 3/6wks

26 27 28 29 30 31 1 2/5wks

APRIL

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1/4wks

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 ACT

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 2/6wks

23 24 25 26 27 28 29 1/5wks

MAY

30 1 2 3 4 5 6 SAT

MAR SAT 
Deadline

MAY SAT 
Deadline

APR ACT 
Deadline

JUN SAT 
Deadline

JUN ACT 
Deadline

In-School 
SAT Day

MAR SAT 
LATE Reg

MAY SAT 
LATE Reg

FEB ACT 
LATE Reg

APR ACT 
LATE Reg

ACT!
Prep
ACT!
Prep
ACT!
Prep

ACT!
Prep
ACT!
Prep

ACT!
Prep

ACT!
Prep

ACT!
Prep

SAT!
Prep
SAT!
Prep

SAT!
Prep
SAT!
Prep

SAT!
Prep
SAT!
Prep
SAT!
Prep

SAT!
Prep

Sign Up Here To Beat the FEB ACT Sign Up Here To Beat the Mar SAT

FREE SAT 
PREP Reg

http://bit.ly/MarSATPrep
http://www.AffordableCollegeSolutions.com
https://collegereadiness.collegeboard.org/sat/register
http://bit.ly/MarSATPrep
https://www.act.org/content/act/en/products-and-services/the-act/registration.html
https://www.act.org/content/act/en/products-and-services/the-act/registration.html
https://www.act.org/content/act/en/products-and-services/the-act/registration.html
http://bit.ly/MarSATPrep
https://collegereadiness.collegeboard.org/sat/register
http://bit.ly/FebACTPrep
https://collegereadiness.collegeboard.org/sat/register
https://www.act.org/content/act/en/products-and-services/the-act/registration.html
https://collegereadiness.collegeboard.org/sat/register
http://bit.ly/FebACTPrep
http://bit.ly/MarSATPrep
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Registration is required:!!
   Step 1. Click on IN-PERSON SAT Camp!!!
   Step 2. Select all sessions!!
   Step 3. Hit “Register”!!
   Step 4. Attend each session and PRACTICE!

4-SESSION 
BEAT The MARCH SAT 

at SW Regional Library by PPCHS 
IN-PERSON Program

  Session 1:  Mon, Feb 13   5-7:30 pm!
  Session 2:  Sat, Feb 25!    1-3:30 pm!
  Session 3:  Mon, Feb 27   5-7:30 pm!
  Session 4:  Mon, Mar 06   5-7:30 pm

http://bit.ly/MarSATPrep
http://www.AffordableCollegeSolutions.com
http://bit.ly/MarSATPrep
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!
Homework Password:"

FEBACT

http://www.AffordableCollegeSolutions.com
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ACT vs. SAT GRAMMAR



"
!

ACT ENGLISH & SAT WRITING ="
5th GRADE GRAMMAR RULES + 

READING COMPREHENSION  

786-877-7231www.AffordableCollegeSolutions.com786-877-7231

AffordableCollegeSolutions"
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ACT ENGLISH SCOOPAGE"
- most felt this english section was trickier than 

the last ACT"
- repeating answers came up alot"
- many felt solid identifying the Later Qs before 

answering Qs"
- one passage had 14Qs while the next had 16Qs"
- hyphens and colons and semi-colons"
- lay vs. laid"
- optimistic vs. innovative"
- some received fake 5th english section
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SAT WRITING SCOOPAGE"
- again, most felt this section was easiest"
- repeating answers came up alot"
- many felt solid answering early Qs before 

answering the Later Qs"
- hyphens and colons and semi-colons"
- parallelism"
- sub/verb agreement"
- broken COMMA RULES for many wrong 

answers
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ACT ENGLISH ORDER OF DIFFICULTY BREAKDOWN

Mins 45
Each English passage has Later (L) questions 

that are designed to steal your time.!!
The "easiest" passage will contain the fewest 

Later questions.!
The “hardest" passage will contain the most 

Later questions. !!
The remaining three of the five passages can 

be considered medium level passages.!!
Be familiar with basic uses of hyphens, colons, 

semi-colons, apostrophes, parentheses, 
parallelism, redundancy, and 4 comma rules.!!
Grammar sections are the easiest areas to 

boost your overall scores.

# Passages 5

Mins per Psg 9

Qs per Passage 15

Total Qs 75

Score Goal #Correct Q Ratio % # of Passages

75% BF 25 56 56/75 75% 4P - 4Qs

100% BF 29 64 64/75 85% 4P + 4Qs

75% Happy 
Colleges 23 50 50/75 67% 3P + 5Qs

Happy Ivies 30 66 66/75 88% 4P + 3Qs

Sample Later (L) Qs:



Practice ACT English 1a Page �  of �1 10

  - Always write down your Start, End, and 5min warning times!
- Count and label the Later (L) Qs per passage!
- Reorder passages from those with fewest Later Qs to the most Later Qs!
- Actively read the title and passage!
- First attack non-Later Qs but first reach the end of the sentence for each question!
- Atttack answers from the bottom-up!
- Get to end of passage and non-Later Qs, then answer Later Qs for that passage!
- Never hug questions! Dummy answer!!
- Then move on to next passage and repeat



Practice ACT English 1a Page �  of �2 10

 



The English Practice Test"
Order of Difficulty  

786-877-7231www.AffordableCollegeSolutions.com786-877-7231

-
Your 1st 60sec Business: Later Questions Count

- PASSAGE 1:    Barcodes            4L!

- PASSAGE 2:    Cave Glow          3L"

- PASSAGE 3:    Antique Rose     6L"

- PASSAGE 4:    Weave Art           5L"

- PASSAGE 5:    Time Flow           2L    "

By Wednesday, decide on whether you’ll work on all 5 or 
only 4 passages on test day."
" 5 passages = 9mins per passage"
" 4 passeages = 11.5mins per passage

# of Ls My New"
Order
3rd"!
2nd"
!

LAST"!
4th"!
1st

Original"
Order
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!
REAL WORLD!

ACT/SAT!
HOMEWORK!
STRATEGY!

BREAKDOWN

COMMA RULES!
WORD PAIRS & OTHER SLICK RULES!!

Comma Rules:!!
1. Lists!
She has a wild, funky skateboard.!
I like hip hop, classical, and country music.!!
2. Introductory Clauses!
After forgetting to clean my room, I remembered to make a tik tok video.!!
3. the Separation of 2 Complete Sentences:……………………FANBOYS!
I have skillz.  I pay the billz.     both have sub  &  verb!
I have skillz.  I pay the billz.     yes   ! period same as semi-colon!
I have skillz;  I pay the billz.     yes    ! semi-colon same as period!
I have skillz,  I pay the billz.     !   no    only a comma is bad, bad, bad!
I have skillz, FOR I pay the billz.     yes    comma with conjunction FOR!
I have skillz, AND I pay the billz.     yes    comma with conjunction AND !
I have skillz, NOR I pay the billz.    yes    comma with conjunction NOR!
I have skillz, BUT I pay the billz.     yes    comma with conjunction BUT!
I have skillz, OR I pay the billz.       yes    comma with conjunction OR!
I have skillz, YET I pay the billz.      yes    comma with conjunction YET!
I have skillz, SO I pay the billz.       yes    comma with conjunction SO!!
4. Unnecessssary Info!
I ate fries.!
I ate fries in my car.! ! ! ! ! no comma before preposition!
I ate fries that were bought yesterday.! ! no comma before THAT!
I ate fries in my car, which is green.! ! ! comma before WHICH!
I ate fries, which were bought yesterday.! ! comma before WHICH!
! I ate fries, which were bought yesterday, in my car.! two commas usually unnecessary info in middle!
! I ate fries - which were bought yesterday - in my car.! can also use two hyphens to do the same!
! I ate fries (which were bought yesterday) in my car.! can also use two parentheses to do the same!



 

COLON, HYPHEN, SEMICOLON, and 
PARENTHESES RULES! 

#1 Everything after a colon or hyphen must be related to what comes before the colon or hyphen.""
A. Colons and hyphens can come before lists:""
" bad:" George Sawicki drew trees, elms, birch, oak, and palm."

(the bad part: the word “trees” is followed by a comma making it part of a list followed by examples of 
trees, which makes no sense)""

" good:" George Sawicki drew trees: elm, birch, oak, and palm."
(the good part: the word “trees” is followed by a colon setting up a list of examples of trees)"
(also notice complete sentence before the colon)"
(also notice colons can do the same)""

B. Also, colons and hyphens can come before explanations, definitions, or examples:""
" good:" Joey Hancock’s mom is one tough lady: she juggled a hard job and three kids by herself."

(notice the explanation is directly related to the opening sentence)"
(also notice that the explanation can be a complete sentence)"
(also notice that you can also replace the colon with a hyphen, period, or semi-colon)""

" " Joey Hancock’s mom is one tough lady - she juggled a hard job and three kids by herself."
" " Joey Hancock’s mom is one tough lady. She juggled a hard job and three kids by herself."
" " Joey Hancock’s mom is one tough lady; she juggled a hard job and three kids by herself."
" "
C. Hyphens, commas, and parentheses can set up additional information in the middle of a sentence:""
" bad:" James Kane, commonly known as Jimmy - loved riding his Huffy bicycle."
" bad:" James Kane (commonly known as Jimmy - loved riding his Huffy bicycle."
" bad:" James Kane: commonly known as Jimmy, loved riding his Huffy bicycle."
" bad:" James Kane - commonly known as Jimmy: loved riding his Huffy bicycle."
" bad:" James Kane - commonly known as Jimmy) loved riding his Huffy bicycle.""
" good:" James Kane - commonly known as Jimmy - loved riding his Huffy bicycle."
" good:" James Kane, commonly known as Jimmy, loved riding his Huffy bicycle."
" good:" James Kane (commonly known as Jimmy) loved riding his Huffy bicycle.""
D. Lately, we’ve been seeing some slick hyphen, comma, and semi-colon usages:""
" good:" Chuck was always working on his car - but his work never went past 6pm."

(notice 2 complete sentences and FANBOYS rule: a comma can do the same)"
" good:" Chuck was always working on his car, but his work never went past 6pm - his dinner time."

(also notice how this hyphen is directly related to 6pm)"
" good:" Chuck worked alot: he worked on his car; he worked on his boat; he worked on his house.""



SAT ACT Word Pairs & Other Slick Rules!
Word Pairs!!

A. Either…or…!
! Either Cardi B or Jennifer Lopez will sing really well.!
!
B. Neither…nor…!
! Neither Cardi B nor Jennifer Lopez will sing really well.!
!
C. Not only…but also…!
! Your feet are not only ugly, but they also smells bad too.!
!
D. Both…and…!
! Both your mama and your daddy have giant thumbs.!
!
E. As…as…!
! I am just as good a test-taker as any Harvard Student.!
!
F. Between…and…!
! Between you and me, your breath is stinky.!
!
G. So/such…that…!
! Your hair is so fugly that birds won’t nest in it.!
! Your hair had such a big knot in it that it broke my comb.!
!
H. More/less…than…!
! Although Justin’s lyrics are more likeable than those of Selener’s, Justin can be weak.!
!
I. Just as…so…!
! Just as Robert is known for his beats, so is Nikki known for her rhymes.!
!
J. From…to…!
! From the early days of kindergarten to the final day’s of high school, we had fun.!
!
K. At once…and…   (slick!)!
! Kanye is at once popular because of his music and controversial because of his tantrums.!
!
L. No sooner…than…   (slick!)!
! No sooner had my grandma made me eat tuna salad than my grandpa made me eat cod fish.!
!
M. Not so much…as…   (slick!)!
! Although he has many fans, Lebron is known not so much for switching teams as he is for 
winning championships.!
!
N. So far as…!
! Kiki went so far as to eat 5 scoops of ice cream just to make Julio smile.!
! So far as I know, I have to be home by 11. 



SAT ACT Word Pairs & Other Slick Rules!
Which vs. That!

which = comma    that = NO comma!!
The movie was sad, which made us cry like babies.  notice the the main sentence comes first!

The movie that made us cry like babies was sad.!!!
Who vs. Whom!

who and whom deal with people not things!
who = subject (S)    whom = direct object (DO)!!

Michael (S) danced with Marcie (DO).!
Who danced with Marcie? Michael (S).!

With whom did Michael dance? With Marcie (DO).!!!
prepositions = whom!

prepositions NO GO with who!
with whom YES!       for whom YES!   by whom YES!! above whom YES!! between whom YES!
with who NO!!      for who NO!!           by who NO!         above who NO!! ! between who NO!!!!

prepositions = which!
when matched with a preposition, do not use a comma!

with which YES!       for which YES!   by which YES!! above which YES!! between which YES!!!
Who vs. Which!

who and whom deal with people not things!
which deals with things not people!!

Einstein was a scientist which ruled the world of physics. NOPE!!
Einstein was a scientist who ruled the world of physics. FO SHO!!

notice: Who ruled the world of physics? Einstein (S).!!
Where vs. Were vs. We’re!

where = place     also where = in which!
Home is where I live. Home is the place in which I live. FO SHO!!!

were = plural verb   We were playing.!
We were only playing with you.!!

we’re = a contraction for “we are”!
We’re going home.!!

There vs. Their vs. They’re!
there = place!

Who goes there?!!
their = plural pronoun!
Their shoes are funky.!!

they’re = contraction for “they are”!
Who knows where they’re going?
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“Be Water My Friend.” - Bruce Lee 
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Prrrrrractice!"
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For additional help,"
classes, or "

advanced direction:"
786-877-7231"

!

Alberto Howe"
Founder of"

!
AffordableCollegeSolutions.com"


